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Godfrey responded with a light face. The old woman really did not treat him well, she was 

still his biological mommy. It was inevitable that he would certainly really feel sad when she 

passed away. 

It coincided with Yvonne. Even if she was towered above by the old lady, she still could not 

birth to listen to trouble similar to this. 

” How could it occur so all of a sudden? Why? Why would certainly she pass away?” Yvonne 

asked in disbelief. 

” I don’t understand. Allow’s go back to the Sue family s vacation home.” Godfrey stood up 

as well as said. 

The household left in a hurry, and also the food on the table had actually not yet been eaten 

a few times. 

Before Lydia left, she said to He Ting, “You can appreciate these dishes today.” 

 

By the time they got to the Sue family members’s mansion, all of the Sue family’s relatives 

had already gotten here. 

In the old lady’s room, Harvey as well as Yara were stooping by the bed and also weeping 

bitterly. Harvey’s unfortunate expression of snot and also splits can not be translucented. 

Seeing this scene, Yvonne was additionally a little moved, and she felt a swelling in her 

throat. 

 

All of a sudden, Harvey strolled to the front of Samuel strongly and also claimed madly, “It’s 

all your mistake. You triggered Grandma’s fatality.” 

Samuel frowned. He might birth to take the blame for some trivial points, however he would 

never ever accept it if Harvey put the blame on him for the old lady’s death. 



” What does Granny’s fatality have to do with me? Just how could I have done this?” Samuel 

claimed coldly. 

” If it weren’t for you, Tian Ling’ emergency room would not have come to our home. Harvey 

said. 

Tian Ling’ er! 

Why would she come to the Sue household’s house? 

Samuel’s face dimmed. Also if she had actually been to the Sue household’ manor, the old 

woman’s fatality can not have anything to do with her. 

Tian Ling’ emergency room was simply an 18-year-old lady. Just how could she have the 

courage to kill someone? 

It was the old woman’s assistant who informed Harvey about Tian Ling’ er’s visit. As quickly 

as Harvey listened to the information, he planned to criticize it on Tian Ling’ emergency 

room. 

” Samuel, what is taking place?” Yvonne asked Samuel in a cool voice. 

Samuel looked defenseless as well as stated, “I visited Tian Changsheng today. He will not 

approve Sue family, he assured to locate cooperation with the Sue Family in the Incredible 

family members’s industrial chain. I think Tian Ling’ er concerned the Sue Family members 

to inform Granny about this.” 

Right now, the assistant stated timely, “Miss Tian did claim this.” 

” Will the Heavenly family members aid the Sue family so kindly? Harvey could not allow 

Tian Ling’ emergency room clear her uncertainty. He should allow Samuel and Tian Ling’ er 

lug the blame. 

” Is that so? Considering that you’re so certain, after that call the police,” Samuel said coldly. 

Listening to words “cops” made Harvey’s heart tremble. If the authorities got involved in this 

matter as well as examined thoroughly, he would absolutely provide himself away. 

” The Heavenly Household is so powerful in Cloud City. Harvey said. 



” What did I do to the Sue family members once more?” Samuel considered Harvey coldly. 

” If we can’t discover any evidence, the Heavenly Family can make use of the excuse of 

slamming Tian Ling’ emergency room to take care of the Sue family members. Isn’t this the 

same as damaging the Sue family members?” Harvey stated. 

The various other family members additionally agreed with Harvey, as well as one of them 

considered Samuel with a savage appearance. 

” Samuel, get lost. This is not an area for you to remain.” 

” Yes, you are an outsider. Leave here rapidly. Do not show up in the rental property of the 

Sue family members in the future.” 

” Grandmother’s fatality should have something to do with you. The Sue family members 

will not admit your identification in the future.” 

The family members were all cursing; Samuel considered Harvey with vacant eyes. His words 

resembled a well-planned story. Perhaps Granny’s death had something to do with him. 

However no person in the family would believe Samuel’s words, so it was meaningless for 

him to claim his questions. 

After driving Samuel out of the area, Harvey claimed to the various other family members, 

“Grandmother’s death has something to do with Tian Ling’ er. We can not disclose this 

issue. We can just take Grandma’s death as a typical fatality.” 

” Exactly how can we do that? Killing people is illegal. Do I have to let Tian Ling’ emergency 

room and Samuel go unpunished?” Yara claimed. 

” The Sue family members is not qualified to handle the Incredible household, however 

under my leadership, they will certainly surpass the Heavenly family in the future. In 

addition, we can make use of this teamwork with the Beautiful household to gradually 

locate the criminal evidence of Tian Ling’ er. Do not stress, I will definitely avenge Granny.” 

 


